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Complete Symmetric Varieties II 

Intersection theory 

C. De Concini and C. Procesi 

Introduction 

This paper is a continuation of our "Complete symmetric varieties" 
[5]. We explain here a method suitable to solve general enumerative pro
blems on a symmetric homogeneous space. In the classical enumerative 
theory of conics the following class of problems was studied. One gives 
a "condition" on a conic, i.e. the condition of passing through a point, 
being tangent to a line, being osculating to a curve in a given family etc. 

The set of conics satisfying this type of conditions will be an algebraic 
subvariety, its codimension is called the dimension of the condition. 

If one imposes a number of independent conditions, such that the 
sum of their dimensions is equal to 5 (the dimension of the space of 
conics), then the set of conics satisfying the given conditions is finite and 
the main question of enumerative geometry of conics to compute its 
cardinality. Of course here we are talking about conics as a way of 
example but at least for this general approach, a general homogeneous 
variety fits in the discussion. The method of Chasles, Schubert used clas
sically is to construct an algebra with the set of conditions; compute any 
condition as the linear combination of basic ones and reduce any enumer
ative problem to the ones involving the basic conditions. For instance 
Chasles computes the number of conics tangent to 5 general conics as. 
follows. He proves that the condition of being tangent to a conic is. 
2( a + p)where a is "passing through a point", p is "being tangent to a 
line" the number requested is then 25(a+p)5 and each monomial aip5-i 
can be computed by direct geometric arguments. The idea of equivalence 
of conditions is justified by the principle of conservation of number, we 
transform an enumerative problem into another one which has the same 
number of solutions through this principle. We refer to Kleiman's treat
ment for further comments and informations on this theory [12]. 

It is not hard to formalize this set of ideas although, as we shall see, 
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there are great difficulties to carry out the program in general (for a sym
metric variety this is instead possible). 

A way of formalizing is the following: Let Gj H be a homogeneous 
variety of dimension n, G a connected algebraic group. Let Yl , y 2 r:;;.GjH 
be two subvarieties of codimension rand n-r. If we take a generic 
element g E G we have that g Yl intersects Y2 in a finite number of points 
with transversal intersection. This number is, in fact, constant for g in an 
open set of G, since g Yl n Y2 can be interpreted as the fiber at g of the 
projection morphism rr: W-+G, where W is the set of triples (Xl> X 2, g), 
gXI =X2, Xl E Yl, X2 E Y2 (see [11]). One can take the computation of the 
. number of elements of g Yl n Y2 as a basic enumerative problem. We set 
(Yl> Y2) equal to the previous number and extend this to a pairing :!£r(GjH) 
X:!£n-r(GjH)-+Z between cycles of complementary codimension. Of 

.course two cycles a, b E :!£r(GjH) should be considered equivalent, from 
the enumerative point of view, if (a, u)=(b, u) for every u E :!£n-r (GjH), 
i.e. we set 8tr(GjH) = {a E :!£r(GjH)j(a, u)= ° for every u E :!£n-r(GjH)} 
and Cr(GjH) = :!£r(GjH)j8tr(GjH). The basic pairing factors through 
Cr(GjH) giving rise to a non degenerate pairing 

Cr(GjH) X cn-r(GjH)~Z. 

We consider the set Cr(GjH) as the "space of conditions of dimension r". 
The main problem, from a theoretical point of view, with this definition is 
to be able to introduce an intersection product which may finally justify 
the algebra of Chasles, Schubert. A naive approach is to consider two 
.cycles l:niAi' l:mjB j and try to set as intersection l:niAi n l:mjgB j for a 
generic g E G, the theorem of Kleiman [11] shows that at least for generic 
g, the intersection is proper; what is not true, in general, is that this cycle, 
for g in a non empty open set, varies in an equivalence class of cycles of 
C*(GjH) and finally that in this way we can introduce a ring structure in 
the space of conditions C*(GjH). Consider in fact the following example: 
Let G = V a 3-dimensional vector space acting on itself by translation. It 
is clear that two lines (resp. planes) are equivalent if and only if they are 
parallel. Consider now the quadratic xy-z=O, we want to intersect it 
with a generic translate of the plane x=O. Such a translate is X=A, A a 
parameter. Then we get XA-Z=O, X=A a family of inequivalent lines. 
On the other hand the previous approach works perfectly in the case in 
which GjH is a complete variety, in this case the theory of Bruhat cells, 
generalizing Schubert's cycles theory shows that C*(GjH) can be identified 
with the Chow ring A*(GjH) or with the cohomology ring H*(GjH) [3]. 
It is a remarkable fact that the previous method works also in the special 
case of a symmetric variety, as for instance the variety of non degenerate 
quadrics in pn. 
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The corresponding theory is the object of this paper and we shall now 
explain it. 

We assume now that G/H is symmetric, G an adjoint group. In [5] 
we have constructed a canonical G-equivariant compactification X of G/H, 
we shall consider all possible compactifications X' which lie over X; i.e. 
we consider G varieties X' with a dense open orbit isomorphic to G/H and 
a G-equivariant morphism 7C: X' --*X extending the identity on G/ H. In 
Section 5 we classify all such varieties and in particular the ones which 
are proper and smooth, let us indicate by ~ this class. Our main result is: 

i) The class ~ is a directed family and a cofinal subset of ~ is formed 
by the varieties obtained from X by a sequence of blow ups of 
closures of codimension 2 orbits. 

ii) If X' E ~, X' is paved by affine cells, the Chow ring A*(X') is iso
morphic to the cohomology H*(X'). 

iii) The space of conditions C*(G/H) is a ring under the intersection 
product previously discussed 

iv) C*(G/H) = lim A*(X') = lim H*(X'). 
x'ew x'ew 

To discuss further the features of this theory let Tl be a maximal aniso
tropic torus in G, WI be the Weyl group of the symmetric variety, '1'1= 
TI/Hn Tlr;;G/H. WI acts on '1'1 and if we consider a G equivariant embed
ding G/Hr;;X' the closure of '1'1 in X' is a torus embedding on which WI 
acts extending its action on '1'1. 

We have then 
v) The torus embedding Zo, closure of '1'1 in X is associated to the 

r.p.p.d. of Weyl chambers of the root system of the symmetric 
variety. 

vi) There is a 1-1 correspondence between equivariant embeddings of 
G/H over X and WI stable torus embedding of '1'1 lying over Zo, 
given by associating to a G/ H embedding X' the closure of '1'1. 

vii) The previous correspondence preserves the properties of being 
normal, complete, smooth (more generally one has the same type of 
singularities). 

viii) For any G-equivariant embedding X' of G/H and the corresponding 
torus embedding Z'r;;X' of '1'1 one has that each G orbit of X' 
intersects Z' exactly in a (non empty) WI equivalence class of '1'1 
orbits. 

If we consider in particular normal complete embeddings, the correspond
ing '1'1 embedding is described by a r.p.p.d. stable under the action of WI 
and refining the r. p. p.d. of Weyl chambers; thus, equivalently, the torus 
embedding is described by a r.p.p.d. refining the fundamental Weyl 
chamber. 
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As we have already mentioned in our previous paper this set of ideas 
has been influenced by the work of Luna and Vust [13], [19]. Here we do 
not use their general method but rather develop the theory in a more 
direct way with an explicit link with torus embeddings. The advantage 
for us is a presentation that reduces everything to the basic model X. 

This presentation works in a characteristic free way at least assuming 
that X exists, which seems to be a general fact although we have not tried 
to discuss this in detail for all cases (cf. [5]). On the other hand this ap
proach does not seem suitable for getting all the results of Vust [19] in the 
sense that we only describe the embeddings which lie over X. 

Let us discuss now some of the technical aspects of the theory. We 
need first of all to prove a theorem (in the style of Hironaka's resolution 
of singularities) for torus embeddings: 

ix) Given two embeddings of a torus T, Y" Y2 with Y2 complete and 
smooth we can construct a torus embedding Y', obtained from Yz 
by a sequence of blow ups of codimension 2 orbit closures, a T 
stable open set U of Y' and a proper T-equivariant morphism U ~ 
YI' 

We will need this to prove a basic transversality result which is 
the clue for the study of the "ring of conditions C*(G/H)". The 
result is the following: 

x) Given a cycle YCG/H we can find a smooth G-equivariant com
pactification X' of G/ H (lying over X) such that the closure Y of Y 
in X' has proper intersection with the cycle Z' of X, sum of all 
closures of the G orbits in X'. 

It will be clear that this is the main result needed to treat the so called 
"Halphen conditions". Let us briefly discuss this point. In the begin
ning of the theory the first difficulty to be overcome was the following: in 
order to apply the principle of conservation of number one has to make 
sure not to change the number of solutions of a given problem -in a defor
mation. This is of course immediate by general principles if the ambient 
variety is compact, not so in the non compact case. Of course the variety 
of non degenerate conics has a natural compactification in the variety of 
all conics, a P5, but if we consider in this p5 the hypersurface of conics 
tangent to a given one we see that it contains the Veronese surface of 
double lines (which is the unique closed orbit under the action of the pro
jective group). This is the main reason for which one cannot apply the 
theorem of Bezout for the computation of the problem of tangency to 5 
conics and instead one has to pass to the model of complete conics X 
(which is obtained by blowing up the Veronese surface). 

In X the hypersurface given by the same condition does not contain 
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the unique closed orbit in X (called the set of Halphen conics) nevertheless 
it is clear that one can find some other condition which is satisfied by all 
elements in this closed orbit. 

For instance, given a net of conics, one may consider the variety of 
all conics hyperosculating one of the elements of the net. 

This condition defines a hypersurface in X containing the Halphen 
conics [16]. 

Thus one is led to find a new model where the previous condition is 
not satisfied by all the elements in closed orbits. This is the method to be 
performed for conditions of dimension 1. 

More generally one can easily see (cf. Section 5) that for a general 
condition the correct model is one in which the cycle given by the condi
tion has proper intersection with every orbit. The existence of such a 
model is in fact the content of our main technical result. The informa
tions so obtained are then collected in a formal theorem that identifies the 
ring C*(G/H) as a limit of Chow rings of equivariant compactifications. 
The actual computation of C*(G/H) can, at least in principle, be per
formed since at each stage we are blowing up a codimension 2 orbit closure 
which is the transversal intersection of two smooth orbit closures, thus 
the normal bundle is known and one can at least theoretically work by 
induction. 

It would be in fact interesting to give a more explicit presentation of 
C*(G/H) in the spirit at least of the enumerative algorithm described at 
the end of [5]. 

Finally we wish to thank D. Luna, T. Vust for discussing with us 
parts of their general theory, E. Sernesi for useful information on the 
Chow ring and H. Kraft for organizing a meeting in Basel on embeddings 
in which we had the opportunity to sketch some of these results. 

§ 1. Generalities on torus embeddings 

Standard references for this section are [4], [10], [14]. 

1.1. Let T be a fixed n-dimensional torus, defined over an algebrai
cally closed field K; X(T) its character group, X{T)=Hom(X(T), Z) and 
V ~Rn the n-dimensional vector space of linear forms on X(T)®z R. 

Definition. A torus embedding consists of a variety Y with a Taction 
(a T variety), having a dense orbit isomorphic to T (as a T variety). 

If Y is affine, the coordinate ring l!J(Y) of Y is a T stable subalgebra 
of l!J(T). 

Since l!J(T)=EBxEX(T) KX one has l!J(Y)=EBxEs KX, where S is a sub
semigroup of X(T) which spans X(T)®z Rover R. 
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If Y is normal we associate to Y the cone 

Proposition. i) Cy does not contain any line (a pointed cone). 
(ii) There exist primitive vectors VH V2, •• " Vrn E X(T) such that 

We will always assume that the v/s are irredundant, under this as
sumption they are well determined and we write Cy=C(VH .. " vrn); we 
call a cone of this type a "rational pointed cone". 

If a= C(v l , •• " vm) we set a = L:r~l (XiVi, (Xi >0 and notice that a is 
the interior of a, considered as a subset of the linear space spanned by 

Theorem. The given construction establishes a 1-1 correspondence 
between normal affine torus embeddings and rational pointed cones. 

1.2. Given a rational pointed cone a=C(v l , •• " vm), for any subset 
vi" .. " ViK of VI' .. " Vm we call the rational pointed cone C(Vi" .. " ViK) 
a "face" of a. 

If Y is a normal affine torus embedding, for every T stable affine 
open set U of Y we have a corresponding cone Cu' 

Proposition. i) The correspondence U~Cu is a bijection between the 

open T stable affine sets of Y and the faces of Cy, preserving the inclusion 
relations. 

ii) Every open T stable affine set U of Y contains a unique T-orbit Zu 
closed in U. 

iii) Every T orbit Z in Y is of the form Zu for a unique T stable affine 
set U. 

iv) Codimy Zu=dim Cu' 

Remark. Explicitly {9(Y)=EB xEs KX, (9(U)=EB xES' KX. 

Cy=C(vl , "', vm), C(U)=C(Vi" "', Vi.) 

S={XI(Vi'X)~O, i=l, ... ,m} 

S'={XI(vi" X)~O, t=l, "', k} 

(9(Zu) = EB KX. 
(Vi,.x)~O 
i=l,··"k 

1.3. Let Ybe a normal affine torus embedding, Cy=C(vJ> "', vrn) 
its associated cone. 
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Propositon. Y is smooth if and only if VI' .• " vm can be completed to' 
an integral basis of X(T). 

In this case we will refer to VI' •• " Vm as a "partial basis", Cy will 
be then called a non singular cone. We notice the following: 

Remark. Y smooth has a T fix point if and only if n =m and VI> •. '" 

V n is a basis of X(T). In this case Y is isomorphic to An and the T-action 
is given by the characters ({JI' •• ({Jn' the dual basis to VI'" V n' In these 
cases we will talk of a torus embedding An. 

1.4. 

Definition. A rational polyhedral decomposition (r.p.p.d.) is a finite 
collection A = {l1a} of rational pointed cones l1a such that for each a, f3 we 
have l1a n 11~ is a face of l1a and 11~ and belongs to the collection A. If 
11 E A and 1: is a face of 11 we have 1: E A. 

If Y is a general normal torus embedding, for each T stable affine 
open set Ua of Y we consider its associated rational pointed cone 11 a' The 
main theorem on torus embeddings is: 

Theorem. i) The collection {l1a} associated to Y is an r.p.p.d. 
ii) In this way we establish a 1-1 correspondence between normal 

torus embeddings and r.p.p.d.'s. 
iii) Y is complete if and only if U al1 a = V. 

Remark. i) The main step consists in showing that Y is covered 
by T stable affine open sets. 

ii) The theorem, and 1.3, imply that Y is smooth if and only if each 
11 a is spanned by a partial basis. 

iii) If we fix a basis VI> .. " Vn of X(T) and we consider the r.p.p.d. 
A whose elements are the cones 11 ={± Vii' •• " ± Vi.} for any subset 
(il> .. " i k ) of (1, .. " n) and for any choice of signs, then the associated 
torus embedding is isomorphic to pn. 

In this case we will talk of a torus embedding pn. 

1.5. In this section we want to discuss the T equivariant morphisms 
between torus embeddings. Given two torus embeddings Y I , Y2 a mor
phism rc: YI~ Y2 will be implicitly assumed to be T equivariant. 

Remark. There exists at most one morphism rc: Yc-+ Y2 up to trans
lation by T. 

Theorem. i) If YI> Y2 correspond to two r.p.p.d's AI, A2 there exists 
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a morphism rr: YI~Y2 if and only if each a E Lli is contained in a cone 'C E LIz. 
ii) rr: YI~Y2 is an open immersion if and only if LlIC;;Ll2. 

iii) rr: YI~Y2 is proper if and only ifUaEdl a=U'Ed2 "C 

1.6. If Y is a torus embedding, LI its r.p.p.d. and ZC;; Ya T orbit one 
can associate to Z an element az of .1 as follows: One shows easily that 
there is a unique T stable affine open set U containing Z as a closed sub
variety. The cone Cu is the element of .1 associated to Z. As in 1.2 we 
have codimy Z = dim a z. 

Suppose now that Y is smooth. One can show that also Z is smooth, 
therefore performing the blow up of Yalong Z one obtains a new smooth 
torus embedding Yz and a proper morphism rr: Yz~Y. The r.p.p.d . .1' 
associated to Yz is obtained as follows: 

Let aZ =C(vl ,V2, ···,v,,) (VI> ···,V" a partial basis), set u=vI + 
v2+· .. +v". 

If"C E LI, "C~a we have "C E .1'; if "C E .1, "C=C(VI> ... , V", WI> ... , Wt) 

we replace "C and its faces with "CI' "C2 , ••• , "C" where "C i = C(vl , ••• , Vi -I> U, 

V i +l , ••• , V", WI, ... , Wt) and their faces. We will say that .1' is the blow 
up of .1 along a z. 

§ 2. Equivariant resolutions 

2.1. We keep the notation of Section 1. The elements of X(T) can 
be thought as linear functions on V integral on X(T). 

Fixing such an element cp E X(T) we set 

rr~={x E V!cp(x)=O}. 

Definition. Let a= C(v l , ••• , vm) be a rational pointed cone. 
i) a crosses rr~ if there exist two indices i, j such that cp(vi)<O, 

cp(V j ) >0. 
ii) Set M =Mq =max !cp(vi)!. We say that a is indefinite if there 

exist two indices i, j such that M = cp( V i) = - cp( V j). a is definite otherwise. 
iii) We associate to a the quadruple (M,p, m, h) where M =M., p= 

min (p_,p+), m = max (p_,p+), p+ = {#i!cp(vt)=M}, p_ ={#i!cp(vi )= 
- M}. a is definite if and only if p =0. h = 00 if a is indefinite. If a is 
definite we associate to it a sign e= ± 1. e= + 1 if p + >0, e= -1 if p_ 
>0, and we set h={#i! sign cp(VJ=-e}. 

Remark. If a is definite, a does not cross rr~ if and only if h =0. 

2.2. We shall order the quadruples Pa lexicographically. Remark 
that if"C is a face of a, p.<Pa • 
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We will assume now that (I is a non singular rational pointed cone. ' 

Lemma. i) Assume (I is indefinite M =SO(Vil) = -SO(v,,). The blow 
up of (I along the face C(Vil' Vi,) replaces (I by (II' (lz with p.l, p., <p •. 

ii) Assume (I is definite and crosses 1C~. Let Iso(vil)l= M and sign 
SO(Vi,) = -E. The blow up of (I along the face C(vil , Vi,) replaces (I by (II' 
(12 with p.l, p •• <p •. 

Proof i) Assume i l =l, iz=2. We have (l1=C(VI, VI+VZ, V3, ... , 
Vm), (l2=C(VZ' VI+V2' V3 ... , vm). Assume p=p+> m=p_ then if m=p 
we have p. I , p •• are of type (M,p-l, m, h'). Ifm>p, P •• =(M,p, m-l, 
00), P •• =(M,p-l, m, h'). 

ii) We may assume without loss of generality that SO(vI) =M and 
-M<SO(vz) <0. Blowing up C(v" vz) we obtain (l1=C(V" VI+VZ, V3, ... , 
vm)and(l2=C(vz, VI+VZ, vs, •.• , Vm). (II is definiteandP •• =(M,O,m,h-l). 
If m>1 we have (12 definite and P •• =(M, 0, m-l, h), if m=1 we have 
M •• <M •. 

2.3. Let us give a r.p.p.d. J={(la} in which each (la is non singular. 
Consider the set Je of the (I~S which cross 1C'P. If Je=l=¢ set PJ= 

max.eJ.P. Set qJ={~(I E JeIP.=PJ}. 

Lemma. We can perform on' J a sequence of blow ups along 2 dimen
sional faces so that, if J' = {(lH is the resulting r. p. p. d. each (I~ does not 
cross 1C'P. 

Proof If Je = ¢ there is nothing to be proved. Otherwise we per
form induction on (P4, q4) ordered lexicographically. 

Assume first that there is an indefinite (I with p. =PJ, we have a face 
(I' = C( VI' vz) of (I with soC VI) = - soC vz) = M.. Any other 1: E J having (I' as 
a face is still indefinite (and in Je) and P.~P4. We blow up along (I' and 
by 1.6 we have a new r.p.p.d. J'. If all the 1: E J for which p.=PJ contain 
(I' we have, from Lemma 2.2, that P4'<PJ otherwise PJ,=PJ, but q4,<qJ. 

If there is no indefinite (I with p.=PJ, we choose (I with p.=PJ and 
a face (I'=C(v" v2) in (I with (without loss of generality) SO(vl)=M,-M 
<SO(v2)<0. We blow up along (I' and obtain a new r.p.p.d. J' by 1.6. 
Remark first of all that any 1: E J having (I' as a face is definite. If all the 
1: E J for which p.=PJ contain (I' we have by Lemma 2.2 that PJ'<PJ' 
otherwise P4'=P4, but Q4,<Q4. 

We finish by induction. 

2.4. 

Theorem. Given a r.p.p.d. J={(la} in which each (la is a non singular 
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cone and another arbitrary r. p. p. d. r = {" p} we can perform on LI a sequence 
of blow ups along 2 dimensional faces so that the resulting r. p. p. d. LI' = 
{O"~} has the property that for each r, ar is either contained in one of the ,,;s 
or is in the complement of UP" fi' 

Proof Since r is a finite set it is sufficient to show that given a "r; 
we can find LI'={O"~} with a;C"fi or a;C~("p) for each r. 

Now "p is defined to be the set of points x E V satisfying SOi(X)~O ;= 
1, .. " k for suitable linear functions SOi E X(T). We can find, by Lemma 
2.3, a LI' = {O";} such that each 0"; does not cross any of the hyperplanes 7':~i' 
i = 1, .. " k. This implies the claim. 

By a completely analogous argument we get: 

Proposition. Let, for each O"a E LI, be given an r.p.p.d. {,,~a)}=LI(a) 
such that U ,,~a) = 0" a' Then there exists a sequence of blow ups of LI along 
2 dimensional faces such that the resulting r.p.p. d. LI={O";} has the property 
that each 0"; is contained in one of the ,,~a)'s. 

2.5. 

Corollary. Let Y j, Y 2 be two torus embeddings. Assume Y j is smooth. 
Put Y = Y j X T Y 2• Then there exists a torus embedding Z obtained from Y j 
by a sequence of blow ups along closures of codimension 2 orbits and a 
open T-stable subset U C Z with a proper T-equivariant morphism 7':: U --* Y. 

Proof First normalize Y2 , call the normalization Y2' Associate to 
Y j, Y2 their respective r.p.p.d. Llj={O"a}, Ll2 ={"r} and notice that since Y1 

is smooth each 0" a is a non singular rational pointed cone. 
Since by 1.6 the formal blow ups along 2 dimensional faces corre

spond to actual blow ups along closures of co dimension 2 orbits, by 
Theorem 2.4 we find a torus embedding Z obtained from Y j by a sequence 
of blow ups along closures of codimension 2 orbits such that, if LI' = {O";} 
is the r.p.p.d. associated to Z, each 0"; either lies in a cone of Ll2 or in the 
complement of U'r EJ2 "r' Let UcZ be the open T-stable subset corre
sponding to the r.p.p.d. LlI! of O";'s which are contained in some "r' Clearly 
we have T-equivariant morphisms 7':j: U--*Yj 7':2: U--*Y2 by 1.5, hence a 
T-equivariant morphism 7':: U --* Y. Since 

U O";=(U O"a)n(u "r) 
QfiEi1" qaE.dl "rE42 

again by 1.5 we get the properness of Y. 

2.6. We fix a torus embedding pn 
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Corollary. For any torus embedding Y there exists a suitable Z ob
tained from pn by a sequence of blow ups along closures of codimension 2 
orbits and a T-stable open subset U C Z together with a proper morphism 1t': 

U~Y. If X is complete U=Z. 

Proof Clear from the above once we notice that, if we let L1 = {(j a} 
be the r.p.p.d. corresponding to pn, U'aE4 (ja= V. 

We now fix a torus embedding An. 

Lemma. Let H be any hypersurface of An. There exists a torus em
bedding Y, obtainedfrom An by a sequence of blow ups along closures of 
codimension 2 orbits, such that: if we let: Y ~ A n be the canonical projection, 
the variety H' = 1t' I(H n T) (T is the dense orbit in An) does not contain any 
T fix point. 

Proof By Corollary 2.4 it is sufficient to exhibit a torus embedding 
Yand a proper T-equivariant morphism 1t': Y~An such that the variety 
H' = 1t' I(H n T) does not contain any T-fixpoint. 

Let f be an equation of H. Write f= 2:[':,0 aI, XI, where XI = 
X{' . . . XNI=(jl> .. ·,jn», aI::;t:O. 

Consider the rational map An~pn of coordinates (Xlo, ... , XIN). 
Set Y equal to the closure of the graph of ({J in An X PN. We can clearly 
give a torus action on pN such that ({J is T-equivariant and the T-fixpoints 
of pN are the N + 1 points ro, ... , r n of coordinates (0, 0, ... , 0, 1, 
0, ··.,0). 

Clearly Y is a torus embedding proper over An and its fixpoints lie 
over the points rio 

We may work locally on the standard affine open charts of PN. 
Consider for instance the chart where the first coordinate is non zero. 

In An XAN we are considering the closure of the graph of the func
tion on T, 

XI···X-_ ... _-. (
Xli XIN) 

, 'n' Xlo' 'Xlo 

Using coordinates (Xl' .. -, Xno Yl> ' . " YN ) we have the equations Yi XI. 
=XI, i= 1, ... , N. 

In this chart the only T fixpoint is the origin, but the equation of H' 
is given by 

the origin. 

aIO+ 2: aIIYj (with alo::;t:O) so H' does not contain 
j~l 
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Proposition. Given a smooth torus embedding Y and an hypersurface 
HeY; there exists a torus embedding Z, obtained from Y by a sequence of 
blow ups along closures of codimension 2 orbits, such that if 70; Z-+ Y denotes 

the canonical T-equivariant projection H' = 70 l(H n U) does not contain any 
T -jixpoint. 

Proof Let .d={aa} be the r.p.p.d. associated to Y1 so each aa is a 
non singular cone. 

If {rJ> •.. , rt } is the set of T-fixpoints in Y, .d contains exactly t 

n-dimensional cones, ai, ... , at and if U1, ••• , Ut are the open affine T
stable subsets associated to ai, ... , at, ri E Ui, 1 ~i ~ T and each Ui is an 
An (1.3). By the lemma we can find, for each i 1, ... , t, a smooth torus 
embedding Zi and a proper morphism 'liFt: Zi -+ U i such that Hi = 
"y;I(Hn T) does not contain any Tfixpoint in Zi' 

Let.di={a~i)} be ther.p.p.d. associated to Zi' By Proposition 2.4 
we can find an r.p.p.d . .d'={l:'r} obtained from .d by a sequence of blow 
ups along two dimensional faces such that: for each 1:p either 1:7 lies in 
some aa which is not a face of one of the a:s, i= 1, ... , t, or 1:rCa~i) for 
some a~i). 

Let Z be the torus embedding associated to .d'. Z is obtained from 
Y by a sequence of blow ups along closures of co dimension 2 orbits. 

Let 70: Z-+Ybe the canonical projection. Setting Zi=7r- 1(Ui), i= 
1, ... , t we clearly have a proper T-equivariant morphism C{Ji: Zi -+ Zi' 
Setting H' =70 I(Hn T), H' n Zi does not contain any T-fixpoint. Since 
each T-fixpoint in Z lies over a fix point in Y we get the claim. 

§ 3. Regular configurations 

3.1. 

Definition. i) Given a smooth variety X, a finite family !/ of hyper
surfaces !/ = {Si}i EI> Si C X will be called a regular configuration if the 
following two properties are satisfied: 

a) Each Si is smooth 
b) If x E Si, n Si2 n ... n Si. is a point of intersection of k distinct 

S;'s, their intersection is transversal in x. 
ii) Given a regular configuration in X and a subset J of 1 we set 

SJ= n Sj. 
jEJ 

We call such a variety SJ a coordinate variety. 

Remark. If J<;;'I, the coordinate variety SJ is smooth. If SJ is non 
empty it has pure codimension I J I in X. 
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Examples. i) If X is a smooth torus embedding the family of the 
closures of the co dimension one orbits is a regular configuration. 

ii) Given a principal T bundle P on a smooth variety Y and a 
smooth torus embedding X the variety P X TX is equipped with the regular 
configuration {1:'i}, 1:'i =P X TSi' Si the closure of a codimension one orbit. 

iii) If X has a regular configuration {Si} and YcX is a smooth sub
variety, the family {Si}, S;=Si n Yis a regular configuration in Yif 

a) S;=I=¢ for each i 
b) The intersection of Y with any coordinate variety SJ is trans

versal in each point. 
iv) If {SiLEI is a regular configuration so is any subfamily. 

We want to show now that every regular configuration can be ob
tained through the previous examples. 

Let {Si}iEI be a regular configuration in X, let n=\I\. For each i 
set 2?i=(!)(Si) and Si e HO(X, 2?i) asection with divisor Si' 

Let V=EBiE1 2?i' We have a natural action of T=Gm on V, and an 
associated principal bundle P, by acting as scalars independently on each 
summand. Furthermore we have a section 

s e HO (X, V), 

Let VI' .. " Vn be the canonical basis of X(G;:') given by the n coordi
nate I-parameter subgroups. 

We define the r.p.p.d. L1 formed by all the cones C(Vil' .. " Vik ) for 
which S;, n Si2 n ... n Si k =I=¢. The corresponding torus embedding Y 
is a T stable open set of the canonical embedding An associated to 
C(VI' •• " vn). 

Given a point ~=(al' ···,an)eAn, setting J={i\ai=O} we have 
p e Yif and only if SJ=I=¢. 

The fiber bundle A = P X T Y is the open set of V described fiberwise 
in the same way. 

The regular configuration in YS;An is given by the n hypersurfaces of 
Y defined by intersecting Y with the coordinate hyperplanes of An. The 
induced configuration in A is formed therefore by the hypersurfaces 1:' i = 
An (EB Ni 2?J. 

Proposition. i) 1:'J=I=¢ if and only if SJ =1= ¢. 
ii) S(X)S;A. 
iii) SeX) meets 1:' J transversally in SJ. 

Proof One easily sees that the statements are of local nature and 
thus one can assume that all the 2?;'s are trivial bundles. In this case the 
verification is clear. 
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3.2. Let X, {Si} be a regular configuration. We have seen how to 
associate to X a torus embedding Y, a principal T bundle P on X and an 
embeddingj: X4PXTY. Suppose now Z is a smooth torus embedding 
with a morphism 11:: Z ~ Y. As with Y the variety P X TZ is smooth and 
inherits a regular configuration from the one in Z, furthermore we have a 
morphism ft:PXTZ~PXTY. ConsiderthevarietyXz =ft-l(j(X». We 
claim: 

Proposition. i) X z is smooth 
ii) X z is transversal to the regular configuration of P X TZ 

iii) The projection ft: Xz~X = j(X) is birational. 
iv) If 11: is proper so is ft. 

Proof The statements are essentially of local nature. Let us take 
an open set U of X where the line bundles .!l'i are trivial: .!l'i = X X A I, 
the sections Si are thus associated tofunctionsh and the map q;: U~An 
given by the coordinates fi is smooth. Of course we do not assume that 
all the hypersurfaces Si meet U necessarily, we know in any case that q; 
maps U inside the open set Y. 

Set UZ =ft-l(j(U». We can identify Uz with the fiber product: 

Thus U z is smooth, the projection to U is birational and proper if 11: is so. 
The map Uz~Z is also smooth. This last statement is equivalent to the 
transversality of Xz to the regular configuration of P X TZ. 

3.3. We should notice a special case of the construction of the 
previous paragraph. Suppose Z is obtained from Y by blowing up a T 
stable subvariety W of codimension k; then P X TZ is obtained from 
PXTY by blowing up Px T W (still of codimension k). 

Since X=j(X)r;;.P X TY is transversal to the regular configuration 
an elementary property of blow ups (cf. [9]) shows that X Z =ft- 1(j(X» is 
also obtained by blowing up the smooth subvariety of codimension k in 
X, X n P X T W. We should summarize: 

Theorem. Given a regular configuration {Sih~I ..... n in X we construct 
a torus embedding Y of T = G::" a principal bundle P on X and an embedding 
j: X~PX TY such that: 

i) For any smooth torus embedding Z over Y the fiber product Xz of 
the diagram 
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PXTZ 

1 
X~PXTY 

is smooth, inherits a regular configuration from P X TZ, is birational over X 
and proper if Z is proper over Y. 

ii) If Z is obtained from Y by a sequence of blow ups of orbit closures, 
Xz is obtainedfrom X by a sequence of blow ups of coordinate varieties. 

iii) If Z" Z2 are two torus embed dings over Yand "y.: Zc-~Zz is a T 
equivariant morphism one has an induced morphism 'IF: XZl~XZ2' We 
shall say in this case that X Z1 dominates X Z2 ' 

§ 4. Transversality 

4.1. Let (X, 9') be a regular configuration and YcX a subscheme. 

Definition. i) Y is transversal to 9'={Si} in a point p E Y if the 
following property is satisfied. Let S,' Sz, .. " Sn be all the hypersurfaces 
of 9' passing through p and x,, x 2, •• " Xn be their local equations in a 
neighborhood of p, then x,, x z, •• " Xn is a regular sequence in the local 
ring (9p,y of Yinp. 

ii) We say that Y is transversal to 9' if it is transversal to 9' in each 
pointp E Y. 

The geometric interpretation of this notion is the following: 

Proposition. If Y is of pure codimension k, Y is transversal to 9' im
plies that given a coordinate subvariety SJ the intersection yn SJ is proper, 
(briefly y intersects 9' properly). 

Proof. Let SJ = S, n S2 n ... n Sr. Assume p E yn SJ and Y is 
transversal to 9' in p, we have to show that dim (9p,ynsJ=dim (9p,y

codim SJ. Now the local equations x,, .. " Xr of the varieties S,' .. " Sr 
form a regular sequence in (9p,y and (9p,ynsJ=(9p'y/(Xl .... xrl hence we get 
our claim. 

Remark. i) If A is a local ring, x" x z, •• " X k elements in its 
maximal ideal J = (x" .. " x k ), we have that x" x z, •• " X k is a regular 
sequence if and only if the form ring: 

is the polynomial ring over A/J generated by the classes Xi E J/P. 
ii) If A is a local ring, I an ideal, x" .. " X k a regular sequence in 

A and in A/I we have that for each s):O: 
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In(xl, '·',xk)s=I·(xl, ""Xk)s, 

Proof i) is well known. For ii) remark first of all that if U E I 
n (Xl' ... , X kY writing u = f(xl, ... , X k) considering the form ring of 
Xl' •.. ,xkinA/Iweseethatu=g(xl, "',Xk)+gl(XI, .··,xk)wheregE 
I· (Xl' ... , Xk)' and gl is homogeneous of degree s+ 1. Working by in
duction we see that the class of u modulo I· (XI' ... , X k)' lies in all the 
powers of the ideal generated by Xl' ... , X k' Since we are in a local ring 
this implies that w is zero modulo I· (XI' ... , X k)', which is our claim. 

Fact (Chow's moving lemma). If we assume Xto be quasi projective 
then any cycle Y is rationally equivalent to a cycle Y' = L: mi[Yi ] such 
that each Y i intersects :/ properly. 

Proof We apply the "moving lemma" (cf. [45]) to Yand the cycle 
z= L:J [SJ]' 

4.2. We want to analyze now the following set up: (X,:/) is a 
regular configuration; YS;:X is a subscheme; (XJ, :/J) the blow up of 
(X, :/) along a coordinate subvariety SJ, YJ the proper transform of Yin 
X J • 

We wish to prove 

Proposition. If Y is transversal to :/ then 
i) YJ=7r:,l(y) 

ii) Y J is transversal to :/ J' 

Before entering into the proof of this proposition we want to recall the 
basic facts about blow ups and proper transforms. Let X be a smooth 
variety, WeX a smooth subvariety and let Xw be the blow up of X along 
W, n: Xw----+Xthe projection. Recall first of all that given an open set 
UeX, we have that n-I(U)= Uwnu. This allows us to reduce the study 
of blow ups to the case in which X is affine and W is defined as the zero 

fiber of a smooth map X~Ak, of coordinates Xl' ... , x k. Let Xo= 
X - W. With the same coordinates XI' ... , Xk but thought as homogene
ous coordinates we can define a map cp: X°----+p k - l and Xw e XXPk-l 
equals the closure of the graph of cp. We cover pk-l with the standard 
open sets UI, ... , Uk where Ui is the set where Xi *0. Correspondingly 
we have an affine cover of Xw by open sets Vi =(XX Ui) n Xw. The pro
jection n Wi is birational and one can identify (9(Vi) with the subring of 
K(X), (9(X)[xdxj, ... , Xk/Xi]. One can also characterize (9(Vi ) as the 
subring of K( X) consisting of rational functions f such that there exists an 
exponent m;;;:;: ° with xff E (Xl' ... , Xk)m e (9(X). Given a sub scheme 
YeXthe proper transform YweXw is defined as n-I(YnXO). If we are 
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in the case as before and we look at Y w n Vt we can determine its ideal Ii 
as follows; Let Ie (!I(X) be the ideal of Y, It =I[l/xi] n (!I(Vt). 

Suppose (X, //) is a regular configuration with X affine, !/ = {Sl' .. " 
Sn}, St with equationxt andletSJ=SI n S2 n ... n Sk' We want to analyze 
the regular configuration (XJ> !/ J). 

!/ J consists of the hypersurfaces .5l> .. " .5n which are the proper 
transforms of Sl' .. " Sn and of the exceptional divisor Ir-I(SJ) = .5n +l. 
We analyze locally in Vi' We have.5i n Vi=rp and the local equation of 
.5n +1 is x., the local equations of the .5/s, j~k, I=I=i are xj/xt while the 
ones of the .5/s, k<j~n are Xj' 

Lemma. Let A be a local ring Xl> .. " X k a regular sequence in 

A, B=A[~, ... , ~]eA[_l ]. 
Xi Xi Xi 

We have 

Proof We have a morphism 

whose image is A/(XI)[X2/Xi, .. " Xk/Xi]. We must show that its kernel is 
the ideal generated by Xl/Xi' Let b E B be in the kernel, i.e. b E (xl)[I/xi]; 
since b is also in B there is an exponent s;>O such that x:b E (Xl' .. " Xk)' 
n (Xl)' Therefore writing x~b = xJ(xl, .. " X k) + g(X2' ... , X k),! homo
geneous of degree s-l, g homogeneous of degree s we see that g(X2' .. " 
x k ) E (XI)' 

Since (X2' .. " X k)S n (Xl) = (Xl)' (x2, .. " X k)S by the remark 4.1 ii) we 
have in particular that x~b=xlh(xl' .. " x k) with h homogeneous of degree 
s-1 so 

b=~ h(xI' "', x k) E ~B. 
~ ~-l ~ 

Corollary. i) 

is a regular sequence in B. 
ii) Any permutation of the previous elements is still a regular se

quence. 
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iii) If m E Spec B and we consider the elements among 

XI Xi-I Xi + 1 -, ... ,--,--, ... 
Xi 

which lie in m, they form a regular sequence in the local ring Bm" 

Proof i) We only have to show that XI/Xi is a non zero divisor in 
B and then proceed by induction. This is clear since XI is not a zero 
.divisor in A[I/xi l. 

ii) We want to show now that any permutation of the previous 
sequence is still regular. We reason by induction. If the sequence starts 
with Xh/X i , some h, we can apply the previous analysis and work by in
.duction. 

If it starts with X j' j ~ k + 1 we see easily that X j is not a zero divisor 
in Band 

and again induction applies. 
The only case left is when we start with Xi' The second element y 

of the sequence will either be one of the (xn/xSs or one of the x/s, j ~ 
k+1. 

Since Xi is not a zero divisor in B S;; A[I/xil and by induction y, 
Xi' ••. is a regular sequence so is Xi' y, .... 

iii) This follows easily from ii). 

Proof of the Proposition. i) Let p E X. Set Xp = Spec ((!) p,x)' It is 
sufficient to show that for eachp E X we Xp Xxrr-I(Y)=Xp XXYJ' 

This statement is clear when p $ S J. Otherwise we can reduce to the 
following case: Xis affine the hypersurfaces {Si}~~l have equations {x;}~~l> 
SJ=SI n ... n Sr and the morphism X-+Ar of coordinates Xl' .. " Xr is 
smooth. 

Let VI' "', VrcXJ be the open sets previously defined. 
We want to check that XpXx(Vi nrr-I(Y))=XpXX(Vi n YJ). 
Thus if Ipc(!)p,x is the ideal of Yinp we must show 

Ip(!) p,x[~, ... , ~] =Ip [_1_] n (!) p,x[~, ... , ~], 
Xi Xi Xi Xi Xi 

for each i= 1,2, .. " r. 

Clearly the left hand side is contained in the right hand side. So let 
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we must show that 

We know that 

<!Jp,x[~, ... ,~] ={h e K(X) I x:h e (Xl' .. " xr)s<!Jp,x for some s;;;:'O}. 
Xi Xi 

Thus we can say that x:f e Ip n (Xl' .. " xr)s<!Jp,x for a suitable s. But 
from Remark 4.1, ii) we have Ip n(xl , "', xr)(I)p,x=Ip'(xl , "', xr)s(I)p,x 
hence 

f eI (Xl> "',xr)' (I) cI(I) [~ ... X r ] 
p s P,X - P P,X , , • 

~ ~ ~ 

ii) Reasoning locally we reduce to show that 

is a regular sequence in BII with 

We claim that 

By Corollary 4.2 this will clearly imply ii). On the other hand our claim 
is an obvious consequence of i). 

Remark. Let (X, 9') be a regular configuration Y a subscheme, 
(X', //') obtained from (X, //) be a sequence of coordinate blow ups, it': 
X'~X the corresponding morphism, Y'~X' the proper transform of Y 
in X'. If Y is transversal to // in a point p then Y' is transversal to //' 
in every point X e it'-l(p). This is clear from Corollary 4.2 part iii). 

4.3. 

Corollary. Let (X, //) be a regular configuration (XJ' // J) the blow 
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up along a coordinate subvariety Sb 7C: Xr-~Xthe projection, then: 
i) If Si nSJ=g\, 7C-l(Si)~Si' 

ii) Assume SJ=SlnS2 n··· nSk let Sk+l be the exceptional di
visor. For every i= 1, 2, "', k the map 7C induces an isomorphism of 
SlnS2 n··· nSi-1nSi+1n ... nSk=2i onto SJ-{ij, mapping 2i nSk+1 

onto SJ. 
More generally 2i n (SiJ maps isomorphically to SJ-{ij n (n 7C(Sik))' 
iii) Let YcX be a subscheme YJS;XJ its proper transform. Under 

the above isomorphism YJ n 2i maps to a sub scheme of yn SJ-{ij' 

Proof i) is clear. 
The remaining statements being local in X we can use the same as

sumptions and notations of 4.2. We have remarked there that Vj n Sj = ¢, 
therefore since 2 i S; S j' j::f= i, we have 2 i S; Vi' In Vi the equation on Sj 
is Xj/Xi while the equation of Sn+l is Xi so both ii) and iii) follow imme
diately from Lemma 4.2. 

4.4. 

Definition. Let (X, .9') be a regular configuration, 

If X E X, we set: 
i) level(x)=#{ilxESi } 

ii) SX={niSilxESi} 
iii) Sx={Y E Sx I level (y) = level (x)}. 

Proposition. Let (Xb SJ) be a coordinate blow up, 7C: Xr+X the pro
jection; 

S.(X)' 

i) If x E Xb level 7C(X) ~ level (x) 
ii) If level 7C(X) > level (x) we have 

codim 7C(Sx»codim Sx 

iii) If level 7C(X) = level (x), 7C induces an isomorphism between Sx and 

Proof Set SJ=SI n S2 n ... n Sk' Let Si be the proper transform 
of Si and Sk+l the exceptional division. 

Let x E Xb S:r;=Sil n Si2 n ... n Sir' 
If X ~ Sk+l we restrict to X J-Sk+1 which maps isomorphically to X 

- S J and the claim is clear. 
Assume now Si r=Sk+l' we have 2 cases: either x ~ U;(Sl n S2 n ... 

nSi-1nSi+1n··· nSk) or x E SlnS2 n··· nSi-1nSi+1n··· nSk for 
some i, for instance x E SI n S2 n ... n Sk-l' 
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In the first cas€1 n(x) e n(S3)CSI n S2 n ... n Sk n Sit n ... n Si r _" in 
the second case Proposition 4.3 implies that, since S x C 8 1 n 8 2 n ... n 8 10 - 1 

the map n is an isomorphism between Sj; and n(Sx). Again from 4.3 we 
have n(Sx)=SI n S2 n ... n Sk n Si, n ... n S;r_,. 

Remark. Set t=maxXEx {level (x)}. Notice that for any blow up 
(Xb .9 J) we have t = max {level (x)}. This and the above proposition 
imply that any codimension t coordinate subvariety of XJ maps isomor
phically to its image in X which is also a coordinate subvariety. 

4.5. 

Lemma. Let (X,.9) be a regular configuration. YS;X a subscheme 
not transversal to.9 in a point p. Let (fJp be the local ring of p in X; SI' ... , 
S k the hypersurfaces of.9 passing through p; Xl> •.• , X k e (fJ p local equations 
for the S/s and 1S;(fJp the ideal of Y in p. 

There exists a polynomial f(xl> ... , x/G)= L:i aiMi + L:J [3JM; with 
coefficients in (fJ p such that: 

i) f(x l ,·· ·,x/G)=Omodl 
ii) a i $0 mod (I, XI' ... , x /G) 

iii) each monomial M J is a proper multiple of a monomial Mi. 

Proof. Since Y is not transversal to X in p the elements Xi E (fJ plI are 
not a regular sequence, thus the associated form ring is not a polynomial 
ring. This means that we have a homogeneous polynomial go(xl , ••• , x k), 
of degree s, with coefficients $0 mod (I, XI' ... , x/G) which equals a homo
geneous polynomial g(O)(XI> •• " x k ), of degree s+ 1, modulo 1. We start 
writing the relation go-g(O) =0 mod 1. We split _g(O) =gl +g(l) where 
in g(1) we collect all those monomials with coefficient ===0 mod (1, XI' ... , 
x /G). Each such coefficient [3 can thus be written 

Substituting we obtain a new relation 

in which go, gl have degree s, s + 1 and coefficients non zero modulo 
(I, XI' ... , X h) while g (2) has degree s + 2. We can continue in this way 
obtaining after h steps 

with the g/s homogeneous of degree s+i and with coefficients non zero 
modulo (1, XI' ... , X /G) while g (h + I) is homogeneous of degrees S + h + 1. 
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We claim that for some h we will have that all monomials appearing 
in g(h+l) are divisible by some of the monomials appearing in go, gl> ••• , 

g h. This follows clearly from the fact that the subsemigroups of the semi
groups of monomials satisfy the ascending chain condition. We apply 
this to the sequence of semigroups Io C I Ie· .. c I ho Ii being generated 
by all the monomials in go, gl' ... , gh. 

4.6. 

Lemma. Let (X, 9") be a regular configuration, S={9"i}~~l' Y a sub
scheme of X not transversal to 9" in a point p e n~~l Si. 

There exists a regular configuration (XI,9"') obtained from X by a 
sequence of blow ups along codimension 2 coordinate subvarieties (briefly a 
2 blow up) such that if(X", 9"") is also obtained from X by a sequence of 
blow ups and dominates X', setting Y" to be the proper transform of Y in 
X" the intersection of Y" with any coordinate variety SJ of X" of codi
mension h maps, under the isomorphism of SJ with n~~l Si' to a proper 
subscheme of yn (n~~l Si)· 

Proof Using the analysis of Section 3 we associate to (X, 9") a torus 
T of dimension h with an embedding Ah. For every smooth torus em
bedding Z prover over Ah we have a regular configuration (Xz , 9" z) proper 
over (X, 9"). Z is obtained from Ah by a sequence of blow ups along 
codimension 2 orbit closures if and only if (Xz , 9" z) is a 2 blow up. The 
coordinate subvarieties of Xz of co dimension h correspond to the T fix
points of Z. 

Furthermore let p e SI n S2 n ... n Shand XI' ••• , X h be local equa
tions of the S/s in p. Choose a coordinate subvariety SJ of codimension 
h in XZ (SJ maps isomorphically to n~~l Si), letp e SJ be the unique point 
mapping to p, then the local equations Yl> ••• , Yh of the coordinate hyper
surfaces passing through p can be chosen to be fractional monomials in 
the x/s, the x/s are actual monomials in the y/s. 

If Xl> ••• , X h are the coordinates of the torus embedding A hand 
J\, .. ·Yh the ones of the affine torus embedding with fixpoint correspond
ing to SJ we have that the expressions of the x/s as monomials in the y/s 
are the same as the ones of the x/s in terms of the y/s. 

Also iff e (!) P,Xz ~ (!) p,X we have that if there is a monomial M in the 
y/s such that Mfvanishes on Ythenfvanishes on the proper transform 
ofY. 

Now let I be the ideal of Yin (!) p,X. Let 
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be an element as in Lemma 4.3. 
Let Zo be the torus embedding defined as the closure of the graph of 

the monoidal transformation A"~PN of coordinates Mi (cf.2.6), Xli 
being formally obtained from Mi substituting the x/s with the x/so Let 
Z be a torus embedding obtained from A" by a sequence of blow ups of 
codimension 2 orbit closures which dominates ZOo Let q be a T fixpoint 
in Z and Yl' Yz, .. " y" the coordinates ofthe corresponding torus embed
ding. From 2.6 it follows that if we substitute in the M/s the elements 
x/s by their expressions in the elements y/s we always obtain that one of 
the resulting monomials divides properly all the remaining ones. 

Consider Xz , P eSJ> Yl' .. " y" as before. 
By the above remarks we again have that substituting in the M/s the 

elements x/s by their expressions in the y/s we obtain that one of the 
resulting monomials divides properly all the remaining ones. Since the 
monomials Mj are proper multiples of the Mi'S the same conclusion holds 
if we perform the same operation on them. 

We go back now to f(xl> .. " x,,) and substitute the x/s by their 
monomial expression in the Y /s obtaining a polynomial !'(Yl> .. " Yh) = 
N ·h(Yl· .. h) where N is a monomial in the y/s while h=ai +h'(Yl> .. '. 
y,,), a i one of the previously considered coefficients and h' without con
stant term. It follows that h belongs to the ideal l' which is the ideal in 
p of the proper transform Y' of Y and that a i e (I', Yl> •• " Yh) hence it 
vanishes on the subscheme Y' n Sj, Sj the coordinate variety of equations. 
Yl =0, .. " Yh =0. Since a i $ I we have the claim for any such blow up. 
Clearly any torus embedding Z' which dominates Z has the same proper
ties, hence if we set X' =Xz we have satisfied our claim. 

4.7. We are now ready to state and prove one of our main results. 

Theorem. Let (X, Y') be a regular configuration ycX a subscheme. 
There exists a 2-blow up (X', .9"') of (X, Y') such that the proper trans-

form, Y', of Y in X' is transversal to .9"'. 

Proof We shall prove, by decreasing induction on k, the following 
statement: there exists (X', .9"') as above such that Y' is transversal to .9'" 
in all points of level ;;;;. k. 

The statement is clear if k > max", ex level (x). Since Y'is by defi
nition the closure in X' of Y n (X - U Si) (X - U Si = U S~) it is also clear 
that Y' is transversal to .9'" for any X' in the points of level 0 and 1. 

So we may assume Y transversal to .9" in all points of level ;;;;. k + I 
and k;;;;'2. 

If (X', .9"') is a two blow up of (X, .9"), 1t': X'~X denote the projec
tion, for any point x E X' with level 1t'(x);;;;' k + I we have by Remark 4.2 
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that Y' is transversal to :/' in x. In particular Proposition 4.4 implies 
that Y' is transversal to :/' in all points of level ;;:;. k + 1. Let ~I> ~ 2, ••• , 

~ n, be the coordinate subvarieties in X of codimension k containing a point 
in which Y is not transversal to:/. From Lemma 4.6 and Proposition 4.4 
it follows that for each j = 1, 2, ... , h we can find a 2 blow up (Xj ,:/ j) 
with the following property: Given a regular configuration (X', :/') ob
tained from (X,:/) by successive blow ups dominating Xj' if 1t': X'--,;X 
denotes the projection, a coordinate subvariety 8 of X' of co dimension k 
such that 1t' maps e isomorphically onto 1: J' the intersection Y' n e is identi
fied to a proper subscheme of yn 1: j • Using Proposition 2.4 we can find 
an (X', :/') which satisfies the previous property for allj's and which is a 2 
blow up of (X, :/). By Proposition 4.4 given any coordinate subvariety 
8 in X' of codimension k either Y' is transversal to :/' in all points of 8 
or e maps isomorphically onto one of the 1:/s, and Y' n e is identified to 
a proper sub scheme of yn 1: j • 

We list the coordinate subvarieties 8 1, ••• , 8n" of co dimension k 
where Y' is not transversal to :/'. 

If h = 0 we are done otherwise we repeat the construction. We 
deduce that either we find a regular configuration with the required pro-

• • • 1t"2 1t"1 
pertIes or we find an mfimte sequence ... (X(2), :/2)~(X(1\ :/1)~ 
(X,:/) satisfying the following conditions: If 8 c;;X(j) is a coordinate 
variety of codimension k in which the proper transform y(j) is not trans
versal to :/(J), 1t'j maps e isomorphically to its image, 1t'(<9) is a coordinate 
variety of co dimension k in X(j-l) where Y(J-l) is not transversal to :/(j-l) 
and y(j) n e is identified with a proper subscheme of Y(j-l) n 1t'(e). 

If for each j we consider all such 8's we have a finite set A j and a 
natural map ttj: A j --,;A j _ 1• We have thus a projective system of finite 
sets, its inverse limit is therefore non empty. This means that we can 
select for eachj a coordinate variety 8 j <;:X(j) of co dimension k such that 
1t' j: 61 j--,;e j -1 is an isomorphism and y(j) n 61 j maps to a proper subscheme 
of Y(j-l) n ej - 1 • This is clearly a contradiction to the Noetherian pro
perty satisfied by subschemes. 

§ 5. Symmetric varieties 

5.1. From now on we will work for simplicity over an algebraically 
closed field k of characteristic zero. As remarked in [5] the extension to 
general characteristic (*2) should not be hard and in many cases it is 
clear. Let G be a semisimple algebraic group of adjoint type defined over 
k, (J: G--,;G an automorphism of order 2, H = Gu the fixpoints of (J. In 
[5] we have given a natural compactification X of the symmetric variety 
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G/H. We recall briefly its construction and main properties. Let G be 
the simply connected cover of G, 11 lifts to an automorphism of order 2 of 
G and we set jj =Gu. Fix in G a maximal anisotropic torus TI (i.e. l1(t) 
=rl , for t E Tl) and T2TI a maximal torus, necessarily 11 stable, t= 
Lie T, tl = Lie TI. Let <V c t* denote the root system, <V is 11 stable and 
decomposes <V=<Vo U <VI where <Vo={a E <V I aU =a} and <VI the complement; 
each element a E <VI restricts to a non zero linear form on t l ; the induced 
set is a root system i/) not necessarily reduced called the set of restricted 
roots. Set WI to be the Weyl group of this root system. 

One can choose the positive roots <V+ in such a way that (<Vi)" = <Vi. 
Let B be the corresponding Borel subgroup and U its unipotent 

radical, LI = Llo U Lli the set of simple roots. 
Notice that the choice of the positive roots <V+ induces a choice of 

positive roots <V+ in the restricted root system and that the set Lli maps 
onto the simple roots J,. S (jj + . 

Let DS.t* be the dominant weights, we denote, for A ED, by VA the 
irreducible representation of highest weight A. lt is well known that 
dim VAH:::;; 1 (for a proof see [5]) and there exist h = dim TI dominant 
weights AI> •• " A" such that V.H =1= {O} if and only if A = Z=~~I miAI, lni ~ O. 
For each i= 1, .. " h, let P(VAt) be the projective space of lines in V., and 
Pi E P(V.t ) the line Vl{. Notice that the action of G on each P(V • .) factors 
through G. 

We set Xs. n ~~1 P(V.,) equal to the closure of the G-orbit of the 
pointp=(pl> .. . ,p,,). 

One has that X is a smooth G variety, the open G orbit, G·p is iso
morphic to G/H, X - G/H is a union of h smooth divisors SI' "', S" 
meeting transversally and each orbit closure in X is the transversal inter
section of some S~s. 

Furthermore SI n S2 n ... n S" is the unique closed orbit in X, iso
morphic to G/Q; Q the parabolic subgroup associated to the set Llo• 

lt is clear, from the previous description, that .9" = {SI' S2' .. " S ,,} is 
a regular configuration in X, we can therefore apply to it the theory 
developed in Section 3. 

We fix a torus R=G::" and consider the vector bundle 't""=(B@(SI) 
on X, which is equipped with an R action and a section s: X-+"Y. 

In our case the associated torus embedding, called Y in 3.1, is A" and 
the fiber bundle A equals 't"". If P denotes, as in 3.1, the principal torus 
bundle associated to 't"" for every torus embedding Z of R mapping to A" 
we have defined a variety XZSPXRz. 

Proposition. i) The action of G on X lifts to a linear action on 't"". 
ii) G commutes with R on 't"". 
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iii) The section s in G equivariant. 
iv) G acts on Px RZ and Xz is G stable. 
v) The action of G on Xz factors through G and, if ZI dominates Z2' 

the induced map XZ1~XZ. is G equivariant. 
vi) The G orbits of Xz are in 1-1 correspondence with the R orbits 

ofZ. 

Proof. i) and ii) follow immediately from 8.1 and 8.2 in [5]. ii) is 
trivial. iv) is clear from iii) and the description of X z . 

v) follows from the fact that Xz contains a dense open orbit iso
morphic to G/H and from the fact that the map Px RZI~PX RZ2 is clearly 
G equivariant. 

vi) requires a detailed proof. Let us consider as in [5], 2.3 the 
standard open set VS;x. V is B- stable and contains the point p. The 
closure in V, of the TI orbit of p, is the smooth torus embedding A" of 
coordinates (t -2"" ... , t -2Ifh), ai the restricted simple roots, of the torus 
TI=TI/TlnH; furthermore V::::U-XA" in a U- equivariant way, where 
U- is the unipotent radical of the parabolic opposite to Q. 

The regular configuration of X, restricted to V, is formed by the 
hypersurfaces U- XHi, Hi the hyperplane of An where the ith coordinate 
equals zero. 

Consider the open set Vz ~XZ described in the following equivalent 
ways: Vz is obtained from V and the torus embedding Z using the regular 
configuration of V, otherwise V z is the preimage of V under the natural 
mapXz~X. 

Since V = U - X A" and its regular configuration is U - X Hi, i.e. comes 
from the regular configuration {Hi' ... , H h} of A h, it is clear that we have 
a canonical isomorphism Vz :::: U- X (Ah)Z compatible with the actions of 
U- and TI. 

Since TI is identified to the open set of Ah where the h coordinates 
are non zero, we can canonically identify TI with G':;.=R. Using this 
identification the vector bundle on A h associated to the regular configu
ration is A h X A h and the section is the diagonal. Hence we easily see that 
(Ah)Z can be identified with Z thought as a torus embedding of TI. 

Since every G orbit of X intersects A h it follows that every G orbit of 
Xz intersects (Ah)Z=Z. This intersection is TI stable hence a union of TI 
orbits. In fact we claim that it is exactly one TI orbit, this will establish 
completely our proposition. To prove this fact we remark first of all 
that in a torus embedding the closure of an orbit is the intersection of the 
closures of codimension 1 orbits which contain the orbit itself. 

If now (g is the closure of a codimension 1 orbit of Z, U - X (g is an 
irreducible component of the complement of U- X TI in Vz = U- XZ. 
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Clearly Vz n G/H = U- X 11 since the same is true for V. Since G is con
nected it follows that U- X (!) is the intersection of Vz with an irreducible 
G stable component of the complement of GIH in X z . This analysis shows 
that the closures of TI orbits of codimension 1 in Z are the intersection of 
the closures of G orbits of co dimension 1 in X z with Z. From this the 
rest follows from the previous remarks. 

5.2. We want to show now that the varieties X z , defined in the 
previous paragraph, exhaust the class of all equivariant embeddings of 
G/Hwhich map into X. 

Let us consider therefore the class of all such equivariant embeddings. 
We think of this class as a category (in fact a partially ordered set) by 
consideration of the G equivariant mappings. Since any such variety 
contains GIH as a dense open set and we assume all maps to be the identity 
on GIH given two embeddings G/HGY1, i= 1,2, there is at most one map 
between Y1 and Y2 • We can in any case perform always the fibre product 
Y1 X X Y2 which is a new embedding of GIH and clearly there exists a map 
from Y1 to Y2 if and only if the canonical projection of Y1 X x Y2 to Y1 is 
an isomorphism. 

For every embedding G/HGYover X, i.e. 

is a commutative G equivariant diagram, consider 7!'y:l(V) and since V = 
U- XA h consider also 7!'y:l(Ah). 

Clearly 7!'y:l(V) is U- X TI stable and 7!'y:l(Ah) is TI stable. Of course 
since Y contains again G/H we have that 7!'y:l(Vn G/H) maps under Y iso
morphically to vn GIH. Let us indicate as before by p E G/Hn V the 
point (0, (1, 1, ... , 1)). 

Theorem. i) 7!'y:l(Ah) is the closure in 7!'y:l(V) of the orbit of p under 
r. 

ii) 7!'y:l(V)::::: U- X 7!'y:l(Ah) in a U- X TI equivariant way. 
iii) The map Y ~7!'y:l(Ah) is a equivalence between the category of 

embed dings of G/ H over X and the category of embed dings of 11 over A h. 

Proof Let us consider the composed map cp: 7!'y:l( V) ~ v::::: U - X A h 
~U-. 

For every point XE7!'y:l(V) set t(x)=cp(X)-I. X. Set N to be the 
closure of the orbit yt.p in 7!'y:l(V), clearly NC:;7!'y:l(Ah) is an embedding of 
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the torus T' mapping to Ah. We claim that t(x) E N for every x E it'yl(V), 
in fact it'yl(V) is an open set of Y which is an irreducible variety so it'yl(V) 
is irreducible and GjHn it'yl(V) is dense in it. 

Clearly t restricted to GjHn it'yl(V) map into the orbit T'.p and so 
t maps it'yl(V) into N. Consider now the two maps: 

i) u- XN~it'yl(V) given by the action of U- on Y 
ii) it'yl(V)~U- XN given by x~(cp(x), t(x». 
Clearly on it'yl(V) n GjHand U- X T' these maps are one the inverse 

of the other hence in fact they are both isomorphisms. This proves at 
once ii) and that N=it'y'(Ah) hence i). 

The last claim follows now from the previous analysis, if Y is given 
as before and Z=it'y'(Ah) we must show that Y~Xz' We perform the 
fiber product YX xXz and we must show that the projection of this to Y 
is an isomorphism. Since all maps are G equivariant we can restrict to 
the preimages of V which are described as U-xZ in both cases and thus 
on such a preimage it is clear that the projection is isomorphic, completing 
the claim. 

5.3. One may take a slightly different point of view, given an em
bedding Y of GjH we can consider the closure of T' in Y. We obtain in 
this way a torus embedding over which the Weyl group WI of the sym
metric variety acts. In particular for the variety X which is complete we 
have a complete torus embedding over which the Weyl group acts and 
which contains the affine open set A h. Since the polyhedron associated 
to Ah is exactly the fundamental Weyl chamber and the Weyl group acts 
simply transitively over the Weyl chambers, which cover the whole vector 
space generated by the weights, we have: 

Theorem. i) The closure of T' in X is the torus embedding associated 
to the r.p.p.d.formed by Wey/ chambers. 

ii) There is a 1-1 correspondence between equivariant embed dings of 
GjH lying over X and WI invariant r.p.p.d.'s made of polyhedral cones 
contained in Weyl chambers or their faces. 

Proof i) has been proved by the previous remarks and ii) follows 
from Theorem 5.2 and the action of WI. 

§ 6. The intersection ring of Gj H 

6.1. Let us consider in this section a general homogeneous space M = 
GjH. Let us recall that if YI , Y2 are irreducible subvarieties of Mwe have, 
by Kleiman's transversality theorem [11], that Y1 ngY2 is a proper inter
section with multiplicity 1 in each component for g belonging to a non 
empty open set of G. 
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We need a small generalization of this result which is completely 
straightforward. Let us take an irreducible variety X over which G acts 
with a finite number of orbits. Let us assume G connected. Let Z denote 
the cycle n t where (J)i runs over all the non open orbits of Gin X. 

Proposition. If Yt , Y2 are irreducible varieties which have proper inter
section with Z then there is a non empty open set UcG such that: 

i) g Y t n Y2 is proper with multiplicity I in each component, for every 
ge U. 

ii) g Y t n Y2 has proper intersection with Z for g e U. 

Proof Since the intersection of Y i with Z is proper (i = I, 2) we have 
that if Yt n (J) j =1= ifJ, (J) j any orbit, then 

codim~j Yi n (J)j=codimx Yi . 

We apply now Kleiman's transversality theorem on each orbit (J)j and 
thus we can find a unique open set UcG such that for each j the inter
section of Y2 n (J) j and g(Yt n (J) j) is proper (as subvarieties of (J) j) and with 
the multiplicity I property. Since clearly g(Yt n (J) j) = g Yt n (J) j we have 
gYt n Y2 =Uj (gYt n Y2 n (J)j) =Uj {(gYt n j) n (J)(Y2 n (J)j)}' If (J)o denotes 
the unique open orbit in X we clearly have that dim g Yt n Y2 = dim g Yt n 
Y2 n (J)o and for any other orbit (J) j dim g Yt n Y2 n (J) j < dim g Yt n Y~, by 
the assumptions on the properness of the various intersections. Thus if 
Wt, ••• , W k denote the components of g Yt n Y2 n (J)o it follows that g Yt n 
Y2= L:;f=l Wi' Wi the closure in M, and this is also the intersection as 
cycles. Moreover codi1l1o, g Yt n Y2 n (J) j = codimoj Yt n (J) j + codimoj Y2 n (J) j 
codim Yt + codim Y2 = codim g Yt n Y2 hence g Yt n Y2 has proper inter
section with the cycle Z=~@j' 

We have with the same notations the following 

Corollary. If Yt , Y2 S;M are irreducible varieties of complementary 
codimension then for g in a non empty open set of G we have gYt n Y2 S;(J)o 
and is formed of simple points. 

As a consequence, if M is complete and non singular, one can com
pute the number of points given by the previous corollary by cohomology. 
One has that each Yi has a fundamental homology class, denoting [YiJ 
the dual class we have that: the number of points of intersection g Yt n Y2 

equals the evaluation against the class of a point, of the cup product [Ytl 
U [Y2]· 

6.2. Let us consider again a homogeneous space M = GJ H of dimen
sion n and two subvarieties Yto Y2 with codim Y t +codim Y2 =dim M =n. 
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If we assume G to be connected it is easily seen, by the proof of Kleiman's 
transversality theorem, that for g in a non empty open set of G the number 
of points of intersection g Y, n Y2 is not only finite but also constant. We 
may thus define (Y" Y2) to be the previous number of intersections. 

We can clearly extend by linearity this definition to arbitrary cycles 
of complementary codimension. Thus if fZT(M) denotes the group of 
cycles of codimension k and (a, b) denotes the previously defined pairing 
between fZT(M) and fZn-T(M) we can set 8lT(M)={a e fZT(M) I (a, b)=O 
for all b e fZn-T(M)}. 

Set now CT(M)=fZT(M)j8lT(M) and C*(M)=EB~=o CT(M). 
C*(M) is a graded abelian group and we still have a pairing CT(M) 

X cn - T(M)---+Z for every r ~n which is non degenerate in the sense that 
(a, b)= 0 for every b implies a=O. Furthermore CO(M)=cn(M)=Z. 

If Yis a cycle on M we will denote by {Y} its class in C*(M). 
In a way C*(M) contains the information about some enumerative 

problems. In order to really contain all the informations on enumerative 
problems we should give to C*(M) a ring structure. 

One could use Kleiman's transversality theorem as follows: If Y" Y2 

are irreducible varieties we know that the intersection g Y, n Y2 is proper 
for g in a non empty open set; if we could show that in a pos sibly smaller 
set the class {gY, n Y2} is constant in C*(M) and depends only on {Y,} and 
{Y2} we could then define the intersection product in C*(M). This is not 
true in general cf. introduction, in the next section we will show"that in 
the case of a symmetric variety the previous construction can in fact be 
performed and moreover the ring C*(M) can be identified to the direct 
limit of the Chow rings (equivalently the cohomology rings) of the equiva
riant compactifications of M. 

Remark. The group C*(M) depends strictly on the action of G on 
M and has no intrinsic meaning. For instance we can consider the n 
dimensional affine space An, n~2, as a homogeneous space over the affine 
group or over the group of translations. The groups of cycles 8lr(M) 
depend then on the group chosen and we obtain two different C*(M). 

6.3. In this section we go back to symmetric varieties and prove our 
main theorem. 

The notations G, H, X, Z, Xz etc. are as in 5.1. The theory given in 
Section 1 shows that a cofinal family, in the set {Xz } ordered as in 5.1, is 
formed by the 2 blow ups X'---+X. 

We want to collect first of all some facts on the varieties Xz in the 
case Z smooth and proper over Alt. This is the case in which X z is smooth 
and complete. 
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Since we have seen that Xz has a finite number of G orbits (5.1), we 
have from Proposition 7.2 of [5] that Xz has a finite number of T fix 
points, T a maximal torus of G. We may thus apply the theorem of 
Bialynicki-Birula [1], [2] and we have, (cf. also [3] for the properties of the 
Chow ring). 

Proposition. i) Xz has a paving by affine spaces. 
ii) The Chow ring of X z is isomorphic to the cohomology ring (dou

bling the degrees), the closures of the affine spaces paving Xz are a basis of 
the Chow ring. 

We define now JIf*(G/H) = lim H*(Xz )= lim A(Xz ). The limit being 
taken either on the class of all complete Xz or equivalently on the smooth 
ones or on the 2 blow ups which are cofinal. 

Theorem. i) There is a canonical isomorphism of graded vector 
spaces cp: JIf*(G/H):::=;.C*(G/H). 

ii) Given two cycles Y1, Y z in G/ H the class in C*(G/ H), of the inter
section g YI n Yz is constant for g in a non empty open set of G. 

We have cp-l({gYI n YzD=cp-I({ YID U cp-I({YzD. 
iii) Given a E cr(G/H), b E cn-r(G/H) the value (a, b) of the pairing 

is equal to the evaluation of cp-l(a) U cp-I(b) against the class of a point. 

Proof We start defining a map from the directed set A*(Xz) to 
C*(G/H). 

If a E Ar(xz ) we can represent it, by Chow's moving lemma, by a 
cycle ~ni Yi has proper intersection with the regular configuration of X z . 
We would like to define cp(a) = ~ni{Yi n G/H}. We should show first of all 
that this map is well defined. So let us choose a cycle ~n; Y; rationally 
equivalent to ~ni Y i and still has proper intersection with the regular con
figuration of X z . We must show that ~ni{Yi n G/H}=~naY; n G/H}, in 
order to do this, given a cycle D in G/H of complementary codimension 
we must show that: 

(D, ~ni(Yi n G/H»=(D, ~n;(Y; n G/H». 

By Theorem 4.2 we can find a blow up rr: X'----?Xz where the closure 15 of D 
has proper intersection with the regular configuration. By 4.2 and the basic 
facts on the Chow ring the cycles ~nirr-I(Yi) and ~n;rr-I(Y;) are rationally 
equivalent and represent rr*(a) (cf. [3]). Therefore if [15] is the class in 
A*(X') of 15 we have that the evaluation of 15 U rr*(a) against the class of 
a point equals (D, ~ni Yi) and also (D, ~n; YD by Corollary 6.1 and the 
following comments. We have thus a morphism cpz: A*(Xz)----?C*(G/H) 
and clearly, again by 4.2, this is a compatible family which gives a map 
cp: lim A*(Xz)----?C*(G/H). 
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Let us show first of all that cp z is injective. Let a E A rex z), a =I=- 0, since 
A*(Xz)=H*(Xz) we can find abE An-r(xz ) with an b=l=-O. 

Setting anb=n.p, p class of a point we can use Corollary 6.1 
and its consequences and see that n=(cp(a), cp(b))=I=-O and so cp(a)=I=-O. 

This analysis proves also the claim iii). 
The claim ii) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 6.1. 

Finally the surjectivity of cp is clearly a consequence of Theorem 4.7 and 
the definition of cpo 
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